Fuel

Monitor fuel purchases and control costs

With fuel costs in constant flux, monitoring and optimizing fuel consumption becomes increasingly vital to help manage to your bottom line. Through our partnership with Shell and WEX, our Element Navigator fuel product offering provides the ultimate in convenience to drivers while giving fleet managers enhanced built-in controls, security and cost savings.

The widely-accepted Element service card gives drivers access to thousands of service stations across the U.S. Detailed (level III) data with enhanced product codes are captured on each purchase giving you the ability to get in-depth visibility to fleet expenses for all transactions processed using our card. Real time alerts can help you identify out of policy exceptions quickly and custom card, authorization and pump controls can proactively assist you with policy adoption by the drivers. In addition, our reporting and analytical tools will help you quickly identify trends and opportunities to reduce costs.

Reduce costs, increase control and simplify reporting with our fuel services program.

For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit elementfleet.com
FUEL SERVICES
Reduce fuel costs and protect against fraud

Driver convenience
Convenient card for purchases
- 24/7 toll-free driver support for fueling and PIN assistance
- Card accepted at thousands of vendors across the U.S.
- Locate accepting stations and find the lowest priced fuel using our fuel locator accessible on desktop and mobile
- Pay-at-the-pump convenience
- Eliminates tracking and managing receipts
- One card for both maintenance and fuel purchases (if enrolled in both products)

Security
Driver Personal Identification Numbers (PINs) protect the card from fraud and misuse
- PIN identifies purchases by driver
- Card may be terminated quickly and easily
- Transaction limitations reduce potential risk
- Real time alerts during transactions allow you to monitor activity such as dollars per transaction and total consecutive declines

Control
Extensive detail is captured on transactions, giving you immediate control of your fleet expenses
- Exception parameters are tailored to your needs with ability to set daily authorization controls only with monthly or weekly, restrict payment to outside terminal or shutoff pump at set dollar amount
- Exception reports highlight vehicles operating outside fleet parameters
- Transaction reports specify fuel type, fuel site, detailed data, non-fuel transactions and more
- NACS product codes are used to categorize all transaction expenses for increased granularity during review of itemized expenses
- Receive one consolidated bill, weekly or monthly

Reporting and benchmarking
Web reporting with powerful analytics
- Customize reporting to meet your specific needs
- Detailed exception reporting and fraud monitoring
- Integrates with other Element services, including Maintenance
  > manage preventive and other maintenance activities
  > keep track of all vehicles to determine the best time to sell, minimizing lifecycle costs
- Access to the deepest fuel data benchmarking in the industry
  > fuel data is benchmarked against national state/province fuel averages and similar fleets to gauge how a fleet is performing
- Detailed transaction data analysis helps inform future vehicle selection discussions to reduce fuel consumption